Little Sister Introduction and Picture book  Actor/Director:___________  Camera#:______  Camera Operator:___________

Shot 1: Establishing Shot
SFX:

Shot 2: Character Shot - About me
SOUND: Recorded Voice
SFX:

Shot 3: Cutaway- The Book
SOUND: Recorded Voice
SFX:

Shot 4: Character Shot- Ending
SOUND: Recorded Voice
SFX:
Make a sketch with your partner of your Little Sister Introduction movies.

Include an opening Establishing Shot. (Where you are)

First character shot (Who you are) you talking about yourself

Cutaway to the book (What you are doing) you talking about and reading the book

Last character shot (Ending message to your little sister) your friendly goodbye and see you soon.

Abbreviations:

SFX = Sound Effects
LS = Long Shot
MS = Medium Shot
WS = Wide Shot
CU = Close Up
no abbreviation for cutaway